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Time-Resolved Spectroscopic Measurements Behind
Incident and Reflected Shock Waves in
Air and Xenon*
By Takashi YOSHINAGA**
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ABSTRACT
Time-resolved spectra have been obtained behind incident and reflected shock waves
in air and xenon at initial pressures of 0.1 and 1.0 torr using a rotating drum spectro-
graph and the OSU (The Ohio State University) arc-driven shock tube. These spectra
were used to determine the qualitative nature of the flow as well as for making estimates
of the available test time.
The (n+1-, n) and (n, n) band spectra of N2+ (1st negative) were observed in the
test gas behind incident shock waves in air at pl=1.0 torr and Us=9-10 km/sec. Behind
reflected shock waves in air, the continuum of spectra appeared to cover almost the
entire wavelength of 2,500-7,000 A for the shock-heated test gas.
For xenon, the spectra for the incident shock wave cases for p=0.1 torr show
an interesting structure in which two intensely bright regions are witnessed in the
time direction.
The spectra obtained behind reflected shock waves in xenon were also dominated
by continuum radiation but included strong absorption spectra due to FeI and Fell
from the moment the reflected shock passed and on.
1. INTRODUCTION at nuclear fusion conditions, and the thermal
protection of re-entry vehicles.
The study of radiative gasdynamics was first Entry into the atmospheres of earth and
initiated by astronomers attempting to explain other planets such as Venus, Mars, and Jupiter
the observed nature of stars, the sun, and in the future may involve entry velocities rang-
comets. Recently, the physics of high tempera- ing from 15 to 50 km/sec. The problems to be
ture gases has become increasingly important encountered at these speeds require a deeper
in other problems such as the propagation of understanding of high temperature phenom-
energy from the center of nuclear explosion to ena in the hypersonic flow field around the vehi-
the air surrounding it, in which the coupling cles, since the characteristics of these flow
of radiation and the blast wave itself exists, fields will differ from those associated with
the containment of a plasma in a closed vessel lower entry velocities.
In the high temperature flow fields associated
* Received September 14, 1973 with the higher vehicle velocities, radiation
** First Aerodynamics Division from the shock heated gas region is a dominant
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energy transfer mechanism. Because of the particular emphasis being placed on the radia-
energy loss due to the radiation transferred tive characteristics of xenon and air. This will
upstream, the local gas temperature in the re- be followed in Section III by a discussion of
gion behind the bow shock will differ from the the instrumentation used in this study and in
temperature predicted by the equilibrium nor- Section IV by a presentation and discussion of
mal shock wave relations. The radiative trans- the experimental results obtained.
fer changes the flow field itself and its deter-
mination now requires calculations using the 2. RADIATION IN AIR AND XENON
fundamental equations with radiation effects
included. Properties of the Shock-Heated Gases
In order to investigate these phenomena, From one dimensional theory, the velocity of
shock tubes have been utilized and have proven a shock wave in a shock tube is predicted to
to be a very powerful research tool. Using be a function of the pressure ratio across the
xenon as a driven gas, Golobic"' carried out diaphragm just before rupture of the dia-
temperature measurements behind incident phragm and the speeds of sound and specific
shock waves employing the two-line intensity heat ratios for the driver and driven gases, i.e.
ratio technique. This method necessarily was
based on the use of fundamental atomic proper-
ties such as transition probabilities and line P +1
broadening properties. Bader " measured tem- x 1 4-1 aM 1 - )
r1+1 a Mperature at the same flow conditions utilizing
the brightness temperature technique. This *o, 1 -1 I ( -
method does not use any fundamental atomic+1 a4
properties. In both methods, the selection of M - -+1 a4
strongly radiating lines in the shock heated gas '4-1 a,
is important, and this was at least a part of .. VI 71+1 a
the motivation behind this study. 74-1
The specific purpose of this research was first As may be seen above, in the limiting case
to determine the major radiators behind shock where the pressure ratio p4/pl is infinite, the
waves in xenon and air produced in an arc- velocity of the shock wave depends on the speed
heated shock tube and second to qualitatively of sound in driver gas, so that the maximum
determine the time resolved flow structure after velocity of the shock wave obtainable is weakly
the shock front. dependent on the kind of gases used in the
The time-integrated spectra obtained by driven section of the shock tube. However, the
Golobic by exposing the spectrograph for the conditions behind the shock wave such as tem-
entire duration of a shock tube test does not perature, pressure and density are functions of
allow one to distinguish between the radiation shock Mach number, and the speed of sound and
emitted by the test gas and that by the driver the initial conditions in the driven gas. Since
gas or contamination. It is also impossible to the speed of sound is inversely proportional to
assess the time-dependent variation of the the square root of the molecular weight of the
spectra. gas, for a given shock velocity the shock Mach
The present experiments were carried out number of a gas with a higher molecular weight
using both incident and reflected shock waves, will be higher than that for a gas with a lower
In the case of the incident shock experiments, molecular weight.
the downstream driven pressure was 1.0 torr The Mach number difference for different
for air and 0.1 and 1.0 torr for xenon. The gases at the same temperature and for the
incident shock velocity was about 10 km/sec in same shock wave velocity is calculated using the
the case of air, and it ranged from 3 to 9 km/ inverse ratio of the molecular weight ratio for
sec in the case of xenon. In the case of the the respective gases. Thus, the ratio of shock
reflected shock experiments, the downstream Mach numbers for xenon and air is 1.95, and
driven pressure was 1.0 torr for both air and for a 10 km/sec shock velocity, the shock Mach
xenon. The incident shock velocity ranged from number in xenon is 55, while for air the shock
7 to 10 for air and was about 6 km/sec for Mach number is only 28.
xenon. Although the state behind h shock is often
In the next section, the radiation properties in non-equilibrium, the equilibrium conditions
of shock-heated gases will be reviewed with behind a shock wave obtained from the Ran-
Time-Resolved Spectroscopie Measurements behind Shock Waves 3
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Figure 1. Equilibrium Temperature Behind lo, I
Incident Shock Wave in Xenon as o 2 4 e 8 IO 12
Calculated by Crawford (Ref. 3) Incident Shock Velocity,U,-s km/sec
Figure 3. Equilibrium Number Densities Be-
hind Incident Shock Wave in
ford (Ref. 3), pl=l.0torr.
kine-Hugoniot relations are representative and
lo' - may be used to infer the approximate condi-
E tions behind strong shock waves produced in
_ shock tubes. Crawford" calculated the gas con-
i nditions behind incident and reflected shock wave
. o
15  F in xenon. These predictions of the equilibrium
temperature behind incident shock waves withZXe*
. L Xe*'  an upstream pressure of 0.1 torr and an up-
Sstream temperature of 3001K are shown in
10o4  xenon Figure 1. At a shock velocity of 10 km/sec the
Pressure P' 0.1 Torr post-shock equilibrium temperature in xenon is
n n40,000'K and is about four times greater thanZ that in air. In Figures 2 and 3 the number
,o density of each species of shock-heated xenon
is presented as a function of velocity for driven
xe 
- pressures of 0.1 and 1.0 torr. This shows that
at a pressure of 0.1 torr first ionization begins




0 2 4 6 8 10o 12 4 and becomes a maximum at a shock velocity of
Incident Shock Velocity, Us ~ km/sec 5.5 km/sec. At thisvelocitymost of theXe atoms
Figure 2. Equilibrium Number Densities Be- have ionized into Xe m, and the second ionization
hind Incident Shock Wave in of xenon begins. When the second ionization
Xenon as Calculated by Crawford becomes maximum at the shock velocity of
(Ref. 3), pp=0.1torr. 8.5 km/sec, the singly ionized xenon has dis-
appeared and third ionization is beginning. At
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Iol" o0 shock velocities in excess of 10 km/sec, fourth
N ionization occurs.
-o Similar calculations have been carried out by
,,0Menard and Horton" for incident and reflected
shock waves in air. Their results for an initial
pressure of 1.0 torr and an initial temperature
E of 300 0 K are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Ar
The Nature of the Spectra
It is useful to explain here the general nature
t°o°e of spectra before we discuss the observed spec-
z Otra from the present experiments in air and
1 4  xenon. I will not attempt to refer to any detail
of the theory of spectra. Gaydon and Hurle5"
have devoted an introductory chapter to a non-
mathematical discussion of spectra in connec-
z tion with flame spectroscopy and have given a
somewhat more complete treatment of diatomic
molecular spectra. A complete discussion of
o" spectroscopic theory is given in the books by
Herzberg. 7 ), the recent book by Penner s' , and
the book by Zel'dovich ) where the fundamental
" 8 9 10 physical aspects of radiation mechanisms are
Incident Shock Velocity,U, -km/sec discussed. Following Gaydon and Hurle the
Figure 4. Equilibrium Number Densities Be- general nature of spectra emitted by heated
hind Incident Shock Wave in Air gases is here summarized.
as Calculated by Menard and An enclosed gas in complete equilibrium will
Horton (Ref. 4), p1=1.0torr emit a continuous spectrum similar to that of
1019 1 black body at the gas temperature, with its
/V I intensity and wavelength distribution defined
by the Plank radiation law. In practice a gas
0o 1 which is unenclosed or enclosed by cooler walls10"
will emit more radiation than it absorbs; under
N such conditions discrete spectra consisting of
Slines, bands and regions of continuum are ob-
~, o"
o served.
.2 The allowed electronic transitions in an atom
1' -e accompanying the emission of light are sub-
divided into three types. These are:
A, 
- (1) Bound-bound (discrete) transitions-
1" No This transition yields line spectra. Line spec-o tra are due to electronic transitions in free
atoms, i.e. due to a change of 'orbit' of one or
NO- more electrons from one quantized energy state
z 10 NO to another energy state.
N (2) Free-bound transitions-
os 0, This transition yields continuous spectra.
This process occurs when an electron passes
AR;." close to a particle and is captured, releasing a
11Z7 1 1 1 photon.
7 8 9 0 In the case of xenon
Incident Shock Velocity Us8 km/sec Xe++e--Xe+hv
Figure 5. Equilibrium Number Densities Be- Xe**+e--Xe*+hv
hind Reflected Shock Wave in Air (3) Free-free transitions-
as Calculated by Menard and This transition yields continuous spectra.
Horton (Ref. 4), p=1.0torr. This process is called Bremsstrahlung and oc-
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curs when the passing electron is not captured terest as a test gas. Air on the other hand is
but is decelerated with the release of a photon. of obvious interest because of motivation pro-
In the case of Xenon vided by the problems of atmospheric entry,
Xe++e--Xe +e-+hv and it is these two gases, xenon and air, that
Similar transitions are also expected when a have been included in this study.
diatomic gas is heated to high temperatures In Figures 2 and 3, the equilibrium composi-
and the molecule decomposes into atoms. tion for xenon was presented as a function of
The energy transitions in molecules are much shock velocity for a driven pressure of 0.1 torr
more complicated, and 1.0 torr as calculated by Crawford
3
. Al-
Corresponding to each of the atomic transi- though the actual condition behind a shock
tions, the transitions for a molecule are: wave in xenon may be in nonequilibrium, these
(1) Bound-bound transitions- figures give an indication of the type of condi-
The band spectra, in the visible and ultra tions attainable. Golobic
) presented in his dis-
violet regions, are due to the electronic transi- sertation time integrated spectra obtained be-
tions in molecules, but in these cases the elec- hind incident shock waves in xenon. These
tronic transition is accompanied by simultane- spectra indicate that XeII and XeIII are the
ous changes in the internal vibrational and dominant radiators. Although there were more
rotational energies of the molecules, so that XeII lines, the XeIII lines that appeared were
each electronic transition is broken up into a relatively as bright as the XeII lines. Iron and
number of bands, due to the change of vibra- C2 were the contaminants present as emission
tional energy, and each band is broken up into spectra. No neutral xenon lines appeared in
a large number of lines due to the changes in the spectra.
rotational energy. Band spectra in the near Roth
1>o and Gloersen"I found that the con-
infrared may be due to the change of vibra- tinuum did not have uniform intensity for
tional and rotational energy alone, without an xenon, falling by about 60 percent between
accompanying electronic transition, and bands 5,500 and 4,950 A and that its strength was
in the far infrared are due to the changes of not proportional to the square of the expected
rotational energy only. ion concentration. Rotho' also showed that the
(2) Free-bound transitions- Xe resonance lines at 1,470 and 1,296 A had
The important transition here is recombina- quite a different time history from that of the
tion of free electrons and ions. continuum in the visible. The visible continuum
(3) Free-free transitions (Bremsstrahlung)- lasted for only 20 jsec while the resonance
These two transitions (2) and (3) give the lines did not reach a maximum intensity until
continuous spectra. There are also other mech- the continuum had nearly disappeared.
anisms which cause the continuous spectra. There have also been a number of studies of
One of them is emission due to the chemical the spectral features of high temperature air.
reaction. However, in high temperature shock- Of these, the most pertinent to the present in-
heated gases, the ion recombination processes vestigation is that of Wood ) . Wood analysed
are responsible for most of the continuous emis- spectra obtained in the reflected shock region
sion. When the density is low, its intensity is using a rapid-closing shutter. Considerable
proportional to the product of the electron con- amount of molecular band radiation was ob-
centration and the positive ion concentration served. This was primarily from the N
+ (1st
(thus, to the square of the degree of ionization) neg.) system at the lowest incident shock ve-
and inversely proportional to the square root locity of 6.4 km/sec. The band heads of the
of the absolute temperature. The rapid in- N (2nd pos.) system also appeared but were
crease in ionization with temperature is nor- considerably less pronounced. The line spectra
mally dominant, causing the continuum to due to the elements of O and N were in general
strengthen very rapidly with temperature. prominent and narrow. However, at a speed
of 8.29 km/sec the lines had become broad, the
Spectra of Xenon and Air continuum had come up rapidly, and many lines
Because of the low specific heat capacity of were difficult to see above the continuum.
the higher molecular weight monatomic inert
gases, it is possible to reach very high tem- 3. INSTRUMENTATION
peratures by shock heating and conditions of
strong radiative emission are readily obtained. Shock Tube
It is because of this that xenon has been of in- The shock tube used in this experiment is
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one of the two arc-driven shock tubes available pump are connected in series close to the end
at the Ohio State University. The driven sec- wall of the driven section. Between the shock
tion is 10 cm in interior diameter, 8.5 meters tube and the vacuum pump, a piston valve is
long and made of stainless steel. The energy installed. The valve makes the same contour
source of this facility is a capacitor bank with as the inside surface of the shock tube when
capacitance of 11,000 microfarads, which sup- it is closed. The gas is evacuated to less than
plies the driver section with a maximum of 2x10-' torr. A thermocouple type pressure
200,000 joules of energy at 6,000 volts. The dis- gage and CVC Phillips Cold Cathode Ionization
charge voltage can vary from 0 to 6,000 volts. Gage are used to measure the pressure in the
The driver section is normally filled with driven tube during the evacuation and are also
helium at a pressure of 125 psig. A trigger used to check leak rates. The leak rates are
wire in the driver section for initiation of the considered acceptable when they are less than
arc discharge extends through the wall and 0.2X10-' torr/min.
touches the inner anode. The main are dis- Synthetic air (21% 0O, 79% N2 ) from Airco
charge is initiated by a discharge across the Industrial Gases and research grade xenon are
trigger wire. The are heats the driver gas for used as test gases. In the case of both gases,
about 80 psec, thus causing an increase in the to help minimize the contamination by room
pressure in the driver. About 200-400 ,sec air, the shock tube was filled once with test gas
after the initiation of trigger, the steel dia- and was evacuated again to less than 2x10-4
phragm prescored breaks into six pedals, and torr.
the heated gas travels into the driven section The test gas is once filled into a stainless
of the shock tube. Therefore, no radiation from steel tank of a known volume and then is re-
the are discharge propagates into the driven leased into the tube. The relation between
section. The recessed electrode in a "T" con- tank pressure measured by a Wallace &
figuration also minimizes contamination of the Tiernen gage and the driven section pressure
driver gas. after the release was calibrated in advance
A mechanical vacuum pump and a diffusion using air. The Wallace & Tiernen gage is also
us
Trigger PM Tube>
ve/locitv PM Tubes- -
S(Incident Shock
Optical System
Roalting Spectrograph To Vacuum
Du Xenon Stroboloc
Drum Camero I nfe Edge
-Reflected Shoc*
Optical System
Figure 6. Schematic of OSU Arc-Driven Shock Tube and
Optical System
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calibrated with Macleod gage. Figures 6 and 7. This optical system was de-
There are observation windows on the shock signed with two requirements in mind. First,
tube wall, as indicated in Figure 6. Six of them the accepted beam had to cover the whole area
are used for this experiment in shock tube of the collimator lens of the spectrograph to
spectroscopy. Each window has a hole 22 mm increase the resolving power of the spectra.
in diameter and 5 mm in depth, which holds the Secondly, the solid angle of the light passing
1 mm thick synthetic sapphire glass. Cut in through the slit of the observation window and
the bottom surface of the hole is a slit with the focusing lens had to be small, so that the
the dimensions of 1.5 mm in width and 14 mm lens can see only a small distance in the axial
in height. The first window with a phototube direction. Consequently, this will decrease the
is used to monitor the passage of the shock overlapping time and increase the time resolu-
front. The phototube is positioned at a dis- tion of the spectra. To satisfy both conditions,
tance 10 cm from the window. The second and the lens must be positioned closer to the slit of
fourth windows are located 50 cm apart, and the spectrograph than to the slit of the obser-
the phototubes mounted at these two positions vation window. On the other hand, there is
are used to measure the incident shock velocity, another condition that, in order to minimize
In front of each photomultiplier, there is a box the error of the distance from the slit of the
with a collimation slit and neutral density spectrograph to the focusing point due to the
filters. The slit allows only the beam from the error of the distance from the slit to the lens,
window perpendicular to the shock tube axis the lens must be positioned in the middle of
to come into the photomultiplier. To decrease the distance between the slit and the focusing
the brightness of the beam, the neutral plastic point. Therefore, the position of the lens must
filter is changed to the one suitable for the be settled compromizing those requirements.
photomultiplier. Utilizing the output of the In the case of the incident shock wave observa-
first window with a certain time delay, the tions, in order to increase the amount of light
trigger signal is given to the oscilloscope moni- passing into the spectrograph, the lens is
toring the output of photomultipliers at the focused at 2.5 cm from the window inside the
second and fourth windows. shock tube. The focusing lens is positioned
halfway between the slit of the spectrograph
Optical System and the center of the shock tube. The lens sees
The spectrograph was coupled to the shock an area on the opposite wall, the side parallel
tube by the optical system as is shown in both to the tube axis being 4.5 mm and the side per-
Figure 7. Photograph of Experimental Apparatus
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pendicular to the tube axis being 5.5 mm. In change of radiation for more than 1,000 Asec.
the case of the reflected shock wave observa- The changes of the radiation with respect to
tions, the slits made of razor blades are set on time can be recorded with an accuracy of ap-
the observation windows on both sides of the proximately 1 ,sec. However, the wavelength
end wall. These slits are utilized to set the range covered on the 75 mm film is so large
alignment of the optical system by a laser beam that identification of wavelength is more diffi-
and to decrease the number of photons reaching cult than if a grating spectrograph is used.
on the film. The width of the slit is 1 mm. The The rotating drum of the AVCO Rotating
center of the slit is positioned at 2.5 mm up- Drum Camera, Type DC-060, MODEL 2, is
stream of the end wall to avoid the light from used. The drum is a dynamically balanced
the end wall coming into the spectrograph. cylinder, open at the front, bearing-mounted
The focusing lens was set closer to the slit of on a shaft supported between two ball seats.
the spectrograph than to the window of the The drum is driven by the action of two com-
shock tube so as to increase the resolving pressed air streams directed against turbine
power. In both cases, a Xenon Strobotac is buckets machined on the closed end of the
flashed just before the arrival of the shock drum. Usually, the drum is rotated by air at
front. The image of the flash in the film is 70 psi with a speed close to 600 rps.
utilized to calibrate the shift of the reference Before using the instrument in this study
line. to take photographs of the time-resolved spec-
A B617 Large Aperture Spectrograph equip- tra behind incident and reflected shock waves,
ped with a rotating drum of the AVCO Rotat- the best value of the tilt angle of the drum
ing Drum Camera was used to take time- camera and the slit position were determined
resolved spectra for both the incident and re- by taking spectra using pen-ray lamps. Set-
flected shock waves. This spectrograph was ting the mercury and neon pen-ray lamps in
designed specifically to produce a spectrum over front of the slit of the spectrograph alternately
the whole wavelength range from 2,000 to and focusing the beam with a quartz lens on
10,000 A. The slit aperture being large enough the slit, the spectra were exposed on the in-
to allow short exposure times, this instrument terior of the drum. The drum was rotated
is particularly suitable for the examination of about 2 cm for every exposure by hand. The
the emission from transient discharges of short slit was moved from 3.0 to 6.0 mm at the inter-
duration. val of 0.5 mm for one tilt angle of the drum.
All the optical components are made from The angle was changed from 3.00 to 5.5' at
fused silica of excellent optical quality which intervals of 0.50. Those spectra were then com-
is highly transmitting in the ultraviolet. The pared in terms of focusing. A 4.25' drum tilt
focal plane is flat and the emitted radiation angle and a 3.75 mm slit position gave the best
may be recorded, for time resolution work, on focusing effect. The adjusted position was
a rotating drum camera. The optical com- maintained throughout all the experiments.
ponents, i.e. bar, slit, collimator lens, prism,
camera lens and plate holder of drum camera, Recording Film
are mounted on a base casting. The optical de- Kodak TRI-X and Kodak 2475 Recording
sign of the instrument is as follows: the angle Film were used. The latter is an extremely
of the prism is 660, the height 40 mm, and the highspeed panchromatic film (ASA 1000) with
face length 68 mm. The collimator lens has an extended red sensitivity up to 7,000 A. It is
aperture of 50 mm and a focal length of 559 mm especially effective in recording the incident
at 2,500 A. The front lens aperture of the shock spectra of air, for which purpose Kodak
camera is 58 mm, and the focal length at TRI-X is not adequate to produce satisfactory
2,500 A is 151 mm. The relative aperture of images. After each shock tube test, the refer-
the collimator is F/11, and that of the camera ence lines using a mercury pen-ray is exposed
employed in connection with the prism is F/ on the film. The duration of this exposure was
3.5. The wavelength range of the instrument changed depending on the developing time of
is from 2,000 A to 10,000 A. The practical re- the film. It was developed for different dura-
solving power is from 3,000 to 10,000. tions in room-temperature HC-110, even if the
This instrument has several merits over the duration exceeded the developing time recom-
combination of a spectrograph with a rapid- mended by the manufacturer. For incident
closing, capping-type shutter. First of all, the shock waves in air, it was developed for more
said instrument can continuously record the than twelve minutes. For xenon, it was de-
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veloped for ten minutes to get the whole in- c
cident shock image, and three minutes to get do-d
the details of the bright region on the image. where 2o, c and do are constants. This expres-
In the latter case, the weaker image almost sion represents the dispersion curve of a spec-
faded away. Due to different periods of de- trograph with a satisfactory degree of ap-
veloping used to suit different conditions of the proximation. For the determination of the
film, it was not possible to determine the three constants of the Hartmann formula 2o,
amount of light exposed on a given film on the c and h, the reading of three reference lines are
basis of the brightness thereof. This permits needed. Several forms have been given for the
qualitative comparisons of lights exposed only solution of the three simultaneous equations
on the same film. Unfortunately, the high resulting from the substitution of the three
speed film is grainy and the 2475 film is rated pairs of values in the formula. The form found
coarse-grained. This reduces the resolving convenient at the University of Michigan for
power and increases the noise level when it is machine calculation was employed here'" with
scanned by microdensitometer with a fixed slit an accuracy in the region of 2536-5460 A of
height. about 1 A. Reference 14 was used to identify
Microdensitometer the spectral lines.
A Jarrell-Ash 21-000 Microphotometer is
used to scan the spectra on a film. The spectra 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
on a film may be hand-scanned or moved across
the slit at a constant speed of 6, 12 or 18 Incident Shock Wave Spectra in Air
microns per second by a motor drive. As the Figure 8 shows the spectral photograph ob-
photographic film is scanned slowly across the tained in air at Pi=1.0 torr and Us=10km/
aluminum mirror, the images of the spectral sec. In order to define the wavelength, the film
lines move across the slit. The light detected was exposed to a mercury pen-ray lamp for 15
by the photomultiplier is that transmitted by seconds immediately following the test and re-
the line image. For the 10.0% change of power sulting reference lines are indicated by wave-
supply voltage, the output reading does not length in Figure 8. The photograph shows an
change appreciably. The drift of the output is extremely grainy image since it was developed
less than plus or minus 3% for a period of one for 13 minutes (fivetimes the recommended
hour or more. The height of the slit is change- developing time of the manufacturer). How-
able step-wise, while the width can be increased ever, it was possible to obtain some qualitative
continuously. There is also a knob to set the results from such spectra.
slit parallel to the spectra. The output of the The photograph clearly illustrates the con-
photomultiplier is recorded by the potentiome- tact surface between the incident shock-heated
tertype chart recorder. The chart speed may test gas and the driver gas. This contact sur-
be controlled by replacing the gear of the chart face is followed by a bright spectra which is
drive. actually the contact region containing air
mixed with helium. This bright spectra is dif-
Identification of Spectra ferent from that observed in xenon where the
To identify the spectra, the film was scanned test gas is not followed by a region exhibiting
at the speed of 1.5 mm/min by microdensito- a bright spectra. This phenomenon appears to
meter, and recorded by the potentiometer-type be largely due to the effect of iron, and may
recorder, the chart of Which moves 5 in/min. suggest the existence of chemical reactions be-
The width of the microdensitometer's slit is set tween iron and air. The intensity of this re-
at 7 u and the height is selected from between gion is certainly governed by the cooling asso-
0.5 and 2.0 mm. Where the darkness of spectra ciated with the expanding driver gas flow.
on the film changes rapidly in the time direc- The spectra from the incident shock wave re-
tion, the height of 0.5 mm is used at the cost gion also extends into this region. Unlike the
of accuracy, and where the darkness changes case of xenon, the intensity of the spectra in
slowly, the height of 2.0 mm is used to reduce the incident shock region for air does not ex-
the noise. hibit radical time changes, but gradually re-
To identify the spectra, the Hartmann dis- duces in strength from the middle of the test
persion formula is used. This greatly reduces region and on back. This fact is evident from
the number of reference lines. For wavelength the total radiation photomultiplier records
calculation, the equation is as follows: which were obtained, but are not shown here.
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Figure 8. Time-Resolved Spectrogram Behind Incident Shock Wave
in Air; p 1=1.0torr, U,=10.0km/sec.
In some experiments, however, spectra very
similar to that observed to occur following the r N +(1-)
contact surface appear (somewhat suddenly) (n+l,n)-
in the latter half of the test time, and are fol- n)
lowed by the restoration of the normal test
region spectra.
The test region of the spectral photographs
have been scanned and a typical result is shown i
in Figure 9. In order to reduce the noise level, i
the microdensitometer slit was set at 7 , in
width and 2 mm in length. The figure shows
the (n+l, n) and (n, n) bands of N' (1st nega-
tive). Although the (n, n+1) band exists, the I
band head is not clear. The transitions marked
R are reference lines. The figure also indicates
the existence of what looks like the spectrum I "
of OI, but it cannot be determined. The close
existence of the spectrum of Fell and coarse
grains in the film bothered the identification of
the spectrum. The distribution of the spectrum
bears a close resemblance to that of the spec-
trum observed by Wood behind a reflected00 5,000 6
shock wave at Us=6.40km/sec and P =0.2
torr"'. Wavelength (A)
Incident Shock Wave Spectra in Xenon Figure 9. Microdensitometer Trace of TestGas Region of Spectrogram Ob-
Experiments were made at both P =0.1 torr a
tained Behind Incident Shock Wave
and 1.0 torr and with the bank voltage for the
arc-driven shock tube set from 28,000 to in Air; p 1=1.0torr, U8=10.Okm/
6,000 V. Figure 10 shows a spectral photo- sec.
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Figure 10. Time-Resolved Spectrogram Behind Incident Shock Wave
in Xenon, p 1=1.0torr, Us=4.5km/sec.
graph taken at P 1=1.0 torr and for Us=4.5 length region, but they decline rapidly in in-
km/sec in xenon. For about 3 psec, the spectra tensity after a few p seconds. XeII and XeIII
demonstrates an extremely bright intensity and lines exist in the ultraviolet region, however,
shows the existence of a strong continuum. FeI and Fell lines lie at almost the same posi-
The phenomenon is more prominent at PI=1.0 tion and it is difficult to distinguish the XeII
torr than at P 1 =0.1 torr. The line spectra has and iron lines from each other.
a distribution even below 2,500 A. FeI and II appear to have existed almost
It becomes evident by reducing the develop- from the start of the test time. This is be-
ing time of the film for a given experimental lieved to be due to radiation from contamina-
condition that a strong line spectra is also re- tion within the boundary layer, presumably
sident, overlapping with the continuum. In originating on the shock tube wall.
this instance, however, the weaker spectra in Additional scans of incident shock wave
the latter portion of the test region become spectra in xenon are shown in Figures 12 and
eliminated. 13. These are for a pressure of 0.1 torr, how-
Within the shock wave range of 4-7.5 km/ ever, it is not possible to make quantitative
sec, and especially in the case of P 1=1.0 torr, comparisons between these. The existence of a
the observed spectra show within a few usec particularly large number of sharp lines in
after passage of the shock front, in many cases, Figure 12 and 13 (these in general are un-
a strengthening of the intensity, followed by marked) is explained by the presence of strong
an immediate weakening and then a strength- FeI and Fell radiation. It is also accounted
ening again. This is accompanied by the for by the increased continuum intensities at
strengthening of the continuum. The cause for P =1.0 torr which suppresses these lines.
this double structure has not been determined.
Figure 11 shows the scanning of the test gas Reflected Shock Wave Spectra in Air
region of the shock-heated gas for a test simi- The radiation behind reflected shock waves
lar to that of Figure 10. The slit width was has been observed oover a range of incident
set at 7 u and the slit height at 0.5 mm. It is shock speeds in air and for PI=1.0 torr. The
inferred from this figure that strong XeII line observation window used in these measure-
transitions exist in the 5,000-3,500 A wave- ments is at the side of the end wall, has a slit
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Figure 11. Microdensitometer Trace of Test Gas Region of Spectrogram
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Figure 12. Microdensitometer Trace of Test Cas Region of Spectrogram
Obtained Behind Incident Shock Wave in Xenon; p,=l01orr,
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Figure 12. Microdensitometer Trace of Test Gas Region of Spectrogram
Obtained Behind Incident Shock Wave in Xenon; p,= 0.1 torr,
U8=7.47 km/sec.
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Figure 13. Microdensitometer Trace of Test Gas Region of Specrogram
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Figure 14. Time-Resolved Spetrograace f Behind Reflecgion oted Shock
Obtained Behind ncident Shock Wave in AirXenon; p=lt.0torr, or 9.6km/sec.
Wave in Air; p1=1.torr, U8=9.km/sec.
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Figure 15. Mirodensitometer Trace of Test Gas Region of Spectrogram
a N$) f 1*1
Obtained Behind Reflected Shock Wave in Air, p=.0torr,
2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 6000
Wuvelength (A)
Figure 15. icrodensitometer Trhis case of Test Gas Region of Spectrograme
Obtained Behind Reflected Shock Wave in Air; p1=1.0torr,
UUs=9.6 km/sec.
1.0 mm wide, and the center of its position is in Figure 14 is shown in Figure 15. There are
2.5 mm upstreagion because from the end wall. The in- many lines in the continuum hut the continuum
cident shock speed ranged from 7.4 to 9.63 km/appear is so bright that the densitometer cannot pick
sei. One of the cases for which spectra was up these lines distinctly. The trace scanned
observed is shown in Figure 14. For this case just after the end of the test time showed that
Us=ever,9.6 km/sthec. As may be seen, it is not easy in the continuum there are many spectral lines
to determine the end of the test time on this of Fel and Fell appearing in emission. This
spectral photograph of radiation from the re- fact is quite opposite to that found at the
flected region because near the end wall the higher shock velocities where some iron lines
contact surface does not pass by the observa- are observed to appear in absorption. The trace
tion window. The time resolved spectra from scanned about 70ographsec after shock passage
the reflected shoegion does show us, how- shows that the band heads of Nilme (d ast nega-
ever, the change in properties of the shock- tive) begin to appear and the trace looks very
heated air with time. In that portion of the similar to that of incident shock wave spectra
photograph in Figure 14 which corresponds to in air if we ignore the presence of the iron
the test region, the film exposure is dominated lines.
by the continuum. Gradually absorption lines
of Fel and Fell appear on the continuum spec- Reflected Shock Wave Spectra in Xenon
tra near the end of the test time and the con- A spectral photograph of the reflected shock-
tinuum spectra begins to fade away, starting heated region in xdicatenon was filmed at Pstrong a1.0
first in the ultraviolet region. torr and Usof the5.9 km/sec. The photograph
For the case of Us=7.14 km/sec (not shown shows the spectra of the incident shock wave
here), the demarcation of the continuum is for a time period of about 2 jsec prior to the
clearer than in the higher speed case. After arrival of the reflected shock front when the
the test time the continuum rapidly begins to spectra of the reflected shock-heated gas ap-
fade and the spectra of Fel and Fell become pears. The spectra from the reflected shock
clear. The trace scanned by the microdensito- region indicate the existence of a strong ab-
meter close to the beginning of the test region sorption of the spectra resulting from the iron
Time-Resolved Spectroscopic Measurements behind Shock Waves 15
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Figure 16. Microdensitometer Trace of Test Gas Region of Spectrogram
Obtained Behind Reflected Shock Wave in Xenon, p=1.0 torr,
U,= 5.88 km/sec.
lines. The brightness of the spectra is especial- mates of test time have been obtained from the
ly strong at 1-2 Asec after passage of the time-resolved spectra and compared with
reflected shock front, followed by about 10 gsec photomultiplier measurements of the post-in-
of a region steady in intensity, and this is con- cident shock radiation luminosity time-history.
sidered the test time of the reflected shock The two photomultipliers employed in this lat-
wave region. The spectra subsequently alter- ter measurement were located 25 cm upstream
nates in strength with a regular interval be- and 25 cm downstream of the observation
fore diminishing from the ultraviolet side. window used in obtaining the incident shock
Figure 16 demonstrates the result obtained wave spectra. These photomultipliers recorded
from scanning the test region of the reflected the output of the integrated radiation from the
shock wape spectra, and indicates the strong window through a slit system. For incident
absorption due to iron in the continuum spec- shock waves in air, it is easy to determine the
tra. The decrease in the strength on the ultra- test time. The averaged value of the two test
violet side and in the neighborhood of 5,200 A times obtained with the photomultipliers was
is explained by the dual effects of the film found to agree well with the value defined by
sensitivity and the behavior of the continuum the time-resolved spectra within an error of
radiation, and therefore it is difficult to learn about 1-2 psec. For example, at incident shock
anything about the intensity distribution of the velocities of 9.8 and 10.0 km/sec, the respective
continuum spectra from this measurement. test times obtained from the time-resolved
spectra were 20.0 and 14.3 microseconds. The
Test Time corresponding values obtained from the photo-
Due to the effects of the boundary layer, i.e. multiplier measurements were 19.5 and 15.0
the loss of mass to the contact region, the ac- microseconds.
tual test time in a shock tube is considerably For the case of xenon, definition of the test
less than that predicted by ideal theory. In time is accompanied by greater error, because
order to assess the available test time for the the radiation decreases rapidly after the shock
conditions of the present experiments, esti- front, and the oscilloscope output is quite low
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Figure 17. Test Time Measured Behind Incident Shock Wave
in Xenon, pl=0.1torr and 1.0torr
LEGEND
O Reflected Shock Test Time from
Time-Resolved Spectra
O Incident Shock Test Time from
Photo- Multiplier Intensity Measurement
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Figure 18. Comparison of Measured Test Times Behind Incident
and Reflected Shock Waves in Air, pr=1.0 torr.
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at the end of the test time. In the case of the were used to determine the qualitative nature
reflected shock waves, there is again similar of the flow as well as for making estimates of
trouble in defining the end of test gas region, the available test time.
In Figure 17, the incident shock wave test The (n+l,n) and (n,n) band spectra of
time for xenon as observed both with the photo- N,. (1st negative) were observed in the test
multiplier and by the time-resolved spectra is gas behind incident shock waves in air at pl=
shown. As may be seen, there are two values 1.0 torr and Us= 9-10 km/sec. Behind reflected
for the test time measurements from the spec- shock waves in air, the continuum of spectra
tra which are indicated. The one is in reason- appeared to cover almost the entire wavelength
able agreement with the value indicated from of 2,500-7,000 A for the shock-heated test gas.
the broad band photomultiplier measurements. For xenon, the spectra for the incident shock
The other is considerably less; however, it is wave cases for pl= 0.1 torr show an interesting
in better agreement with earlier results ob- structure in which two intensely bright regions
tained at the Ohio State University 5'. This lat- are witnessed in the time direction. This phe-
ter region is associated with the major lumi- nomenon was distinct at high pressure and low
nosity portion of the test gas. It is believed velocities, but was not seen at the higher velo-
that after this region the xenon, though still cities, for example at pl=0.1 torr and Us=-9-
strongly radiating, becomes partially quenched 10 km/sec. To understand these phenomena,
by mixing with the helium in the contact region. extensive experiments are necessary. The
Thus the smaller value is the actual test time. spectra obtained behind reflected shock waves
Measurements of available test time in the in xenon was also dominated by continuum
reflected shock region in both air and xenon radiation but included strong absorption spec-
have also been carried out. If the test time of tra due to Fel and Fell from the moment the
the reflected shock region is defined as the time reflected shock passed and on.
between the reflection of the incident shock In most cases, the spectra due to Fel and
wave at the end wall and the collision of the Fell were observed in the test time and this is
reflected shock front with the contact surface, most likely due to contamination in the bound-
then normally the incident shock wave test ary layer.
time will be slightly greater than this reflected The test time measurements obtained behind
shock test time. In this experiment the meas- incident shock waves in xenon using both the
ured reflected shock test time is the real test photomultiplier outputs and the spectra were
time observed at a point 2.5 mm upstream of in reasonable agreement, although the inter-
the end wall, and in Figure 18 these measure- pretation of the spectra was somewhat open to
ments are compared with the incident shock question. Test time measurements using the
wave test time measured with a photomulti- time-resolved spectra were also carried out be-
plier on the same test 2 feet further upstream. hind the reflected shock waves.
As may be seen, the reflected shock test time
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